Message from our new Treasurer
I am sure that most, if not all, will be interested in the ongoing good financial records here in church. As I take up the strain of being treasurer I wish
to thank Ed and Catherine for their teamwork as they undertake the weekby-week handling of lettings, cash and making bank deposits. Also thanks
to the stewards for managing the immediate monies from collections, donations, and specials like Harvest. So let’s start delving down to brass tacks.
We are in the process of regaining access to the various bank and business
accounts. Some institutions are proving more taxing than others. This is my
top priority task, swiftly followed by preparing the 2021 to 2022 accounts.
Preparing the accounts is starting from the raw material of bank statements,
the weekly vestry sheets, energy invoices and similar documents. The goal
is to have the information ready urgently for the circuit and ourselves.
In some small way you have the power to lighten my burden if it suits the
way you mange your personal finance. Being blunt the bank levy charges
for making cash and cheque deposits. For the accounts I also have to record
individual entries from the bank statements; these bank statements have
been running to 5 pages as more people give by bank transfer. It would
minimise bank charges and ease my ongoing burden if people could make
monthly (cheque or bank transfer only) offering rather than weekly. That is
only if it also works for the way you mange your personal finances. Thank
you to those who already give monthly.

The Meaningful Chocolate Company Fairtrade Chocolate Advent Calendars are now available. Please ask your Church Fairtrade rep to order.
Despite inflation prices have been held & Calendars cost £4.50. Contains
25 35% quality Fairtrade milk chocolate,shapes, 24 page Christmas stoyactivity book, a line of the story behind each window. Also for sale, Host
of Angels tree decorations with Christmas activity poster £4.50, Chocolate
Orange £3.50, Joy to the World Sharing box with 30 milk chocolate angels
& 30 Christmas activity posters £30, Christmas Blessings Bar in milk,
orange & dark £3. More information at www.meaningfulchocolate.co.uk
Not available in supermarkets. No one to buy for? You can donate directly
to a Trussell food bank!
We celebrated a milestone birthay on Sunday 11th September with Pamela
Wren turning 90. Pamela supplied the birthday cake which we had with
the coffee after the service. Congratulations from us all.

While on the topic of giving by bank transfer, the bank permits a short description to go along with the transfer. Some people, including myself, have
made a slight error by making the description our ‘envelope’ giving number. It’s not a big problem, but it defeats the goal of keeping giver’s identity
and ‘envelope’ number apart. What would be a suitable description? Simplest is your name.
I do not have spare capacity to process questions about the rising cost of
living and in particular the exponential increases in energy costs. I am
therefore in no position to advise Church Council other than the cost saving
strategies we are each taking at home. Thankfully, it is Church Council’s
responsibility to undertake financial decisions and not mine.
As progress is made and reliable financial pictures emerge I intend to keep
you all updated via Church Council. Mike
Thanks to Hazel Blundell for the pictures.

